The United States Air Force Academy has hosted the Academy Assembly each year since 1959 as a forum for college students to discuss contemporary public issues. In support of the assembly, a special bibliography relevant to the theme is compiled by McDermott Library’s Social Sciences Bibliographer and Reference Librarian. "Building the Bridge from War to Peace: Defining Interagency Roles in Rebuilding a Nation," Special Bibliography Series, Number 110, focuses on defining the roles of the military and civilian agencies in helping to rebuild war-torn nations. Participants will engage in discussions on when war ends and reconstruction begins, as well as what the responsibilities of different organizations should be in order to most efficiently and effectively repair a war-ravaged area. Most items cited in this bibliography are available from the McDermott Library collections.
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INTRODUCTION

This *Special Bibliography Series*, Number 110, "Building the Bridge from War to Peace: Defining Interagency Roles in Rebuilding a Nation," was developed by Social Sciences Bibliographer and Reference Librarian, Ms. Frances K. Scott, in support of the 51st annual Academy Assembly to be held at the Air Force Academy, 6 – 9 October 2009.

Convened annually since 1959, the United States Air Force Academy's Academy Assembly is an undergraduate student conference sponsored jointly by the Air Force Academy and Columbia University's American Assembly. Held on the Academy grounds at the base of the Rampart Range, this student-planned and executed conference provides a unique opportunity for over 50 highly qualified delegates to discuss a topic of contemporary significance.

This year's topic focuses on defining the roles of the military and civilian agencies in helping to rebuild war-torn nations. Participants will engage in discussions on when war ends and reconstruction begins, as well as what the responsibilities of different organizations should be in order to most efficiently and effectively repair a war-ravaged area. Prominent academics, government officials, and business people serve as speakers and roundtable leaders at the event.

This bibliography lists a selected portion of the McDermott (Cadet) Library's holdings on nation building. While it includes books and journal articles, it excludes newspaper articles on nation building. The call number listed at the end of each citation is typically the call number assigned by the Library of Congress, which most libraries use when adding books to their collections.

Questions and comments about this edition to the *Special Bibliography Series* should be addressed to Ms. Scott at:

HQ USAFA/DFLIBR
Attn: Ms. Frances K. Scott
Social Sciences Bibliographer
2354 Fairchild Drive, Ste 3C9
USAF Academy CO 80840-6214

If you are a participant in this year's 51st Academy Assembly, we welcome you to your Air Force Academy. We hope that during your stay you will have the opportunity to visit the Academy's McDermott Library, located at the north end of Fairchild Hall.

By writing to the address above, other libraries may obtain (free of charge) a copy of this bibliography as part of the McDermott Library's gifts and exchanges program. It, and the rest of the *Special Bibliography Series*, is also available on the McDermott Library's web site.

EDWARD A. SCOTT, Ph.D.
Director, McDermott Library
U. S. Air Force Academy

October 2009
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I. DIRECTOR’S PICKS: Selections from the Academy Assembly Bibliography


(RPT LIT AD-A479 990)(WWW)


(RPT LIT ADA450 714)


(U 163 .R279 2004)

(JZ 5538 .S747 2005)

(RPT LITAD-A457 306)

(RPT LIT AD-A485 564)

(Gov Doc Y 4.AR 5/2A: 2007-2008/109)
II. CIVIL-MILITARY RELATIONS
Books, Government Documents, and Report Literature

(JF 195 .C56 2008)

(REP LIT RAND OP-108-OSD)

(DS 79.76 .B355 2006)

(JF 195 .B76 2008)

(On order USAFA)

(JF 195 .C59 1996)


(D 25.5 .E34 2008)

(UA 23 .F52 1997)

(Gov Doc D 101.2:AF 3)

(JF 195 .G528 2008)

(UA 23 .K24 2006)


Journals


III. ECONOMICS and/or FINANCE
Books, Government Documents, and Report Literature


(Gov Doc Y 4.B 22/3:S.HRG.108-784)

(Gov Doc Y 4.F 76/2:S.HRG.108-865)

(Gov Doc Y 4.F 76/2:S.PRT.109-40)

(RPT LIT GAO-09-476 T)

Journals


IV. INTERAGENCY
Books, Government Documents, and Report Literature

(WWW)

<http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA484757>.
(RPT LIT ADA484757)

(UA 25 .B64 2008)

(RPT LIT ADA463738)

(REP LIT ADA475717)

(RPT LIT ADA493728)

(REP LIT ADA500590)

(Gov Doc D 5.402:2004024159)

Dombrowski, Michael. Improving Interagency Planning and Execution at the Operational Level: Creating a Stability and Reconstruction Component within a Joint Task Force. Ft Leavenworth: US Army Command and General Staff College, 2006
<http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA463814>.
(RPT LIT ADA463814)


Krieger, Miriam A. Approaches to Post-Conflict Peacebuilding: The UK Post-Conflict Reconstruction Unit (PCRU) and US Office for the Coordinator of Reconstruction and Stabilization (S/CRS). Ft Belvoir: Defense Technical Information Center, 2006 <http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA455013>. (RPT LIT ADA455013)


**Journals**


V. NGOs and/or PROVINCIAL RECONSTRUCTION TEAMS (PRT) Books, Government Documents, and Report Literature


(JZ 5538 .S747 2005)

(RPT LIT ADA485564)

(RPT LIT ADA463870)

(RPT LIT ADA474498)

(WWW)

(Gov Doc Y 4.AR 5/2 A: 2007-2008/109)


(RPT LIT ADA476765)

Journals


VI. PEACE BUILDING and PEACEMAKING
Books, Government Documents, and Report Literature

(On order USAFA)

(JZ 5584 .I72 I73 2007)

(RPT LIT ADA487775)

(RPT LIT ADA448657)

(JZ 6300 .B85 2008)

(RPT LIT ADA493728)

(JZ 5538 .Q47 2005)

(DS 371.4 .D63 2008)

(RPT LIT RAND MR-1753-RC)


(RPT LIT ADA448658)


Krieger, Miriam A. *Approaches to Post-Conflict Peacebuilding: The UK Post-Conflict Reconstruction Unit (PCRU) and US Office for the Coordinator of Reconstruction and Stabilization (S/CRS)*. Ft Belvoir: Defense Technical Information Center, 2006 <http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA455013>. (RPT LIT ADA455013)


Journals


(RPT LIT GAO-09-476 T)

**Journals**


VIII. POST CONFLICT
Books, Government Documents, and Report Literature


Bussiere, Thomas A. Post-Conflict Iraq: If You Don't Know Where You're Going ... Carlisle Barracks: U.S. Army War College, 2007 <http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA468451>. (RPTLIT ADA468451)


Journals


IX. RECONSTRUCTION
Books, Government Documents, and Report Literature


**Journals**


X. SECURITY
Books, Government Documents, and Report Literature


Journals


XI. STABILITY
Books, Government Documents, and Report Literature


Journals


XII. REFERENCE and BIBLIOGRAPHIES


